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Transition from idealism
”discovering a geologically
superior site” to realism:
”selection of a societally
favourable, geologically
adequate site”

Transition form issue based
review “we need to solve all
scientific debates” to safety
based review “we need be
assured about safety”

From R&D to
industrial process?
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KBS-3 –Safety Concept - multiple barrier system
•

STUK Regulation Y/4/2018, The long-term safety of disposal shall be based on long-term safety functions
achieved through mutually complementary barriers so that the degradation of one or more long-term
safety function or a foreseeable change in the bedrock or climate will not jeopardise the long-term safety.
Safety functions are factors preventing and limiting the releases and migration of disposed radioactive
materials.
– Contribute to the safety objectives of containment and isolation.
– Safety functions typically provide protection against FEPs that govern the evolution of a disposal
system as well as against FEPs that may have less influence on the system evolution but can have a
strong impact on the release and migration of radioactivity, such as corrosion of the canister overpack.
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KBS-3 –Safety Concept - multiple barrier system
1. Disposal canister
Canister is a container with a water-tight and gas-tight shell (copper overpack) and a
mechanical loadbearing insert in which the spent nuclear fuel is placed for final disposal in
the repository. The canister shall contain the spent fuel and prevent, and in the case of a
leak, limit the dispersal of radioactive substances into the environment.
2. Bentonite buffer
Buffer is the component that surrounds the canister and fills the void spaces
between the canister and the rock. The purpose of the buffer is to protect the
canister from detrimental thermal, hydraulic, mechanical and chemical, including
microbiological (THMC) processes that could compromise the safety function of
complete containment, to maintain favourable conditions for the canister and to
slow down the transport of radionuclides if the canister starts leaking.
3. Backfill, plugs
The sealing structures of the deposition tunnels consist of backfill and plugs.
Backfill is the material or materials that is/are used for backfilling the
deposition tunnels. Plugs will be placed at the mouth of the deposition
tunnels. The purpose of the backfill is to keep the buffer in place, maintain
favourable and predictable conditions for the buffer and the canister, and also
favourable rock mechanical, hydrological and geochemical conditions in the
near-field and to retard the transport of radionuclides if the canister starts
leaking.
4. Host rock
Host rock is the rock surrounding the deposition holes and other excavated rooms that shall
provide such favourable and predictable conditions that the EBS can fulfill its functions of
containment and isolation and ensure that the transport of radionuclides is limited in the case of
release.
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Safety indicators and safety assessment
•
•

•

STUK YVL D.5 describes the elements of safety case required for safety demonstration
Assessment periods
– Dose constrain up to 10000 a – Barrier performance, scenarios, radionuclide transport, detailed
biosphere assessment
– Radionuclide flux constrain 10 ka -> 1 Ma – Barrier performance, scenarios, radionuclide transport,
stylized biosphere assessment
– After 1 Ma demonstration can be mainly based of complementary considerations
Scenarios
– Base scenario – safety functions are fulfilled
– Variant scenarios - declined performance of one or several long-term safety functions
– Disturbance scenarios – rare events or processes
– What-if (more related to complementary considerations, robustness of disposal system)
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Safety case and Safety assessment methodology
DESIGN BASIS
Safety functions

FORMULATION OF
SCENARIOS
Scenario field identification

Performance targets
Identification of key factors

INITIAL STATE
Expected initial state
Deviations from initial
state

Performance assessment:
Analyses of the evolution of the
system: information on the key factor
states and related uncertainties
Identification of key factor states
and their screening

FEPS
Interactions between key factor states
and combining them into scenarios,
and their screening
Scenario descriptions and
classification

ANALYSIS OF
RELEASES
Analysis of releases in
scenarios
What-if cases

Posiva assessment results (POSIVA 2012-12)

Safety
Marginal
for reference
case
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Post-closure safety: safety analysis

Post-closure safety: safety analysis

Post-closure safety assessment - expectations
• What we need?
– A robust set of calculation cases formed based on defined collection of
scenarios (and FEPs).

• Robustness?
– Robustness of the design and key assumptions is the main element to
reduce uncertainties related to performance assessment
– Set of cases shall be representative so that we form a quantitative
assessment of each identified safety relevant potential realization of the future
is formed assess the consequences.
– There are calculation cases in each scenario category (base, variant,
disturbance scenarios)
– What if cases to show robustness even in some imaginary events, e.g.
disposal without buffer or without canister

Post-closure safety assessment - expectations
• The set of analyses can be considered robust if any challenging argument can be
tackled with clear explanation based on already made assessments and if possible one
of the calculations made covers the proposed challenge directly.
– A prerequisite for this is that the scenario space contains potential future evolution which takes
this argument into account. → coverage and completeness

• It is clear that there will always remain uncertainties
– A robust set of calculation cases leads to a consequence interval with a good safety margin
(against regulatory limits) which is not challenged by any uncertainty in the Safety case
– This will be a challenging task!

• Minimization of consequences vs. reasonable assurance of safety?

Research focus in safety
•
•
•
•

Mechanisms affecting canister integrity are influenced by many variables
Mechanisms and the factors affecting canister’s integrity are fairly well-known.
Research should be relevant to disposal of nuclear waste
Safety significance: Process is safety significant if it has an impact on safety, in other
words impact on safety functions and containment
– Common-cause-failure mode?
– Spatial and temporal variance?

• Difference between safety significant research and basic research (‘nice-to-know’)
– How the results can be used?
• Effect of accelerated tests?
• Relevance?

